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HISTORY

Jester Communications is a Bluffton, SC-based mobile applications firm who specializes in 

creating customized mobile applications for companies in the maritime industry. We created the 

first tablet based app, in the maritime industry for Beneteau, the largest sailboat manufacturer in 

the world.



The mobile applications we create are used as sales support systems, dealer training, 

recruitment and support, dealer certification tools as well as apps for parts and service. Our 

clients include the two largest companies in the industry, Beneteau Group and Brunswick 

corporation.

Through our applications, we can now prove we can reduce the length of the sales cycle, boost 

overall sales, reduce print collateral expenses, consolidate all marketing and training collateral 

into one comprehensive device without the need for an internet connection. 



‣ 17 of Top 20 Dealerships using at 

least 1 Mobile Application

‣ 67 of Top 100 Dealerships using at 

least 1 Jestercom Application

‣ Applications have been translated in 

13 languages.

‣ Applications builder prices have 

been converted into 11 currencies.



In the past, a good website seemed to be

enough to meet the needs of a rapidly

changing digital market. These days are

now behind us. Today marketing must

adapt to the sale of 1.2 billion

Smartphones and nearly 400 million iPads.

It is predicted that these mobile devices will

be the tool that continues to dominate

consumer communications.

Users using iPads who sail 



iPAD IN GENERAL

‣ As of April 2014, 210 million iPads have been sold, 71 million in 2013 alone. (Apple earnings April 2014)

‣ iPads represent 78% of all tablet market share. (chitika.com)

‣ 87% of iPad owners are using it every day of the week. (JeffBullas.com)

‣ 70% of all mobile apps are purchased on the iOS platform. (Marketing Profs)

http://chitika.com


TABLETS IN GENERAL

‣ A third (34%) of American adults ages 18 or older own a tablet computer like an iPad. (Pew 

Internet)

‣ iPad users ages 45-64 represent 13% of all iPad users...and this number is growing. (Global Web)

‣ The median age of iPad users is 41. (Report: The iPad and It's Owner: Key Trends and Statistics)

‣ 21% of iPad owners are between the ages of 25-34. (Wall Street Journal)



PEOPLE IN GENERAL USING IPADS OVER COMPUTERS

‣ Top activities done on the iPad (vs. desktop) include web browsing, social networking, gaming, and research. 

(Business Insider)

‣ 45.4% of web browsing is done on an iPad. Add in smartphones, and 60% of web surfing is performed away 

from a traditional computer. (Business Insider)



STATISTICS

High net worth individuals

‣ 21 percent of iPad users are in the top 25% of global income earners. (Global Web Index)

‣ 49% of iPad users earn more than $100,000. (Wall Street Journal)

‣ 60% of iPad consumers earn more than $75,000. (SeeWhy)

‣ Apple customers choose to buy the premium product in the market, attracted to style, fashion and form. 

They are prepared to pay extra. (Marketing Profs)

Educated individuals

‣ 16% of all iPad users are post-graduates. (Global Web Index)

‣ 13% of all iPad users hold university-level degrees. (Global Web Index)

‣ 49% of all tablet owners hold a college degree. (Pew Internet)

‣ 52% of Americans have based important financial decisions on something they've read. (Wakefield 

Research)



INTERNET USAGE ON THE WATER

‣With the advent of 3G and 4G iPads, mobile data is cheaper (to 

access on the water) than ever before. (Sail World UK)

‣Primarily uses for iPads while underway include navigation 

(including using the iPad as the primary navigation tool), tides, 

weather forecasting, reference, and storage of documents (maps, 

logs, etc.) (BoatBuild Blog)



People who sail are typically...

Users using iPads who sail 



Sail Demographics
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MOBILE STATISTICS

‣ 46% of consumers are less likely to comparison shop when using a company's mobile app.

(AdKnowledge)

‣ 60% of consumer time spent online is on mobile devices. (AdKnowledge)

‣ According to the Ericsson Mobility report, growth in mobile data traffic between 2013 and 2019 will grow 

at a CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 45%. It is estimated there will be 10 times the amount of total 

mobile data traffic by 2019.

‣ 70% of mobile searches lead to action within one hour of when the search was conducted? The study 

suggests that mobile users are motivated to take immediate action than someone from a desktop or 

laptop. (iAquire)



















Mobile applications:

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

‣ Reduce the length of sales cycle

‣ Boost overall sales numbers 

‣ Easily and instantly allow for the distribution of 

any information and sharing of content globally.

‣ Create a personalized experience for the 

customer



Application Feature List: 

‣ Product Line-up

‣ Boat Builder Management

‣ Boat Show Module Viewer

‣ View and track Brochure Views

‣ Lead Capture

‣ Videos, Images, and Virtual Tours

‣ Social Networks, News and Events

Application Management Overview:

‣ Automated Dealer Reports

‣ Automatic Content Updates

‣ Dealer Margin Adjuster

‣ Sales Lead and Email Tracking

‣ Event Stream



IMPACT ON SALES

REDUCE SALES CYCLE



IMPACT ON SALES

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 
AND MULTI-LINGUAL SUPPORT

DRIVE PRODUCT SALES



IMPACT ON SALES

‣Personalized communications - By developing a PME, the Salesperson then has a qualified reason to collect contact information from 

customers such as their name and email address. An email address is required to generate PME.

‣Gathering Analytics - For the manufacturer, our AMS provides them with constant information on what products are being most viewed by their 

dealerships, what content is being emailed out from the application to potential clients and how applications are being used at Boat Shows and dealer events.

For the Dealership, the Manager can view how their Salespeople are using the application, what content they are emailing to customers and also manage their leads. 

‣Reduce Capital Expenditures - Since using our Dealer Application, the Beneteau Group has greatly reduced (more than$250,000) their print 

costs of brochures and sales pieces. Since every document within the Application can be emailed to a potential customer and then tracked, Beneteau has realized the benefit 

of reduced printing costs and mailing costs.

Sea Ray has begun to transition all their dealer communications to their Application by posting dealer specific spec sheets and charts, Sea Ray Training files containing PDF 

Presentations on Mercury Products, as well as their training webinars. 

‣Dealer Training, Dealer Support & Recruitment Tools - Mercury Marine will be using their iPad Application is train dealers 

on their Engines, Props and Rigging Equipment across the Globe. These training materials include videos, 3D renderings and spec sheets.

Chaparral & Robalo Boats use their Application as a training tool so their dealers can review Boat Comparison PDF’s. 

Cobalt Boats has used their application as a recruitment tool to “sign up” new dealerships across the globe. 

‣Application Statistics - Over 1200 marine dealerships and several hundred thousand users of our applications in over 70 countries use a Jestercom 

Application for either sales and training, support or obtaining marine based information.
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